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CRUISE 12  

OR 

A TRIP ROUND THE BAY 

 
Cruise 12 was planned as a one day cruise to be the finale of the 2015 season.  The 
destination was left open until the last minute in order to adapt to whatever the weather had to 
offer that day.  The original intention was to have a late lunch time beach BBQ at the final 
destination.  Whilst wondering why El Velero was the only early taker for the cruise, I went 
through the - "Do I really want to pump up the dinghy in order to go ashore for a BBQ and 
then take it back to the Marina to wash, dry, deflate and pack away for the winter" - thought 
process and realised that El Velero would have had to board using their dinghy.  Then when 
Wave Dancer (another swinging mooring member) became the second taker, I realised that 
my "thought" had probably occurred to others.  The cruise was then changed to a cruise in 
company around Plymouth Sound ending up late afternoon on Mount Batten beach for the 
promised BBQ. 
 
This change of plan seemed to work and the number of takers increased.  Then the weather 
forecasts started to agree that it was indeed going to be a grand day at sea.  Although the 
Daughters of Odin had contrived to make 2015 a miserable cruising season overall, they 
presented the most perfect of sailing days for the final cruise.  The wind was F2-4, the sea 
was flat calm and the sun was beating down from a clear blue sky. 
 
The cruise started from the area 0.5 nm South of Dunstone Buoy at 1030 hrs.  El Velero had 
set off early, to ensure they had enough water to clear their mooring, and had anchored for 
breakfast in Jennycliff Bay.  The other takers left the Cattewater in good time to make the 
rendezvous.  The "official" starters were: 
 
             El Velero, Gail & Alan Casey,                      Wave Dancer, Lynne & Pip Shell, 
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        Sundance, Margaret & Alan Eves,                    Sound Venture, Vida & Chris Reilly, 
 

 
                                                               and Isotope. 

 
As there was no need to book pontoon space, restaurant tables or any other number limiting 
factor, I had thrown out a last minute open invitation to members to join in, if available.  This 
saw the starting gate increase to include: 
 
          Kalimero, Val & Colin Ayres,                            D'Accord, Lorraine & Martin Kimber, 
 



 

 

                                              and Shakura, Mo & Bill Joce. 
 

 
As the fleet gathered, Sunmist (Steve Kitchen) was seen to steam out and I thought she was 
going to join us too.  However, she passed us by as she had a date in Salcombe!!  Maid of 
Shannon (Louise & Guy Wilkins) had asked for late sailing instructions but had failed to pick 
then up due to the poor reception in the Yealm where they were overnighting. 
 
Thus eight boats set off to follow a course from Dunstone to East Tinker, Draystone and 
Queen's Ground.  The rules being that the slowest boat had to arrive first.  With a reef in the 
main, Kalimero thought they would soon be overtaken.  However, Wave Dancer and Shakura 
lost the wind in the Sound and were the last to exit the Eastern Entrance.  The rest of the 
fleet, remembering the rules, "loitered" south of East Tinker.  That was with the exception of El 
Velero who decided to abandon the cruise and head direct for the Yealm, as it was such a 
glorious day and the promise of a fine weekend!!   
 
Once clear of the Sound, Shakura pulled away from Wave Dancer, who ended up being the 
last to make East Tinker.  Sound Venture and D'Accord had "loitered" well south of East 
Tinker and, as the wind filled heading downwind towards Draystone, contact was lost with 
D'Accord.  Sundance "goose winged" and headed towards Cawsand Bay.  The remainder 
sailed on a broad port reach and were more on course for Hands Deep than Draystone!!  
Shakura thought it was a wonderful drying day and broke out their "washing".  It was flying 
perfectly but, as soon as I focussed the camera!! 
 



 

 

 
The wind then became so perfect that Sound Venture, Kalimero and Isotope headed for the 
Eddystone, turning back as and when required to keep station with Wave Dancer.  
 

 
Isotope was heading back towards Penlee Point when contact was remade with Sundance, 
who raced past and was last seen heading for Roscoff!!  Wave Dancer, Kalimero, Sound 
Venture and Isotope passed Draystone inbound.  I say passed, as not all rounded to 
starboard, me included!!  We then headed inbound through half of Plymouth heading 
outbound!!  The tide, wind and other vessels all aided to enable a near perfect finish between 
Queen's Ground and the Western Breakwater with the remaining four of us crossing the line 
all but together, as intended!!  A great sail.  Isotope covered over 15 nm toing and froing and I 
ached for days, as I do not normally tack and gybe that many times in a day sail!! 
 
Everyone then went their separate ways with some anchoring in Jennycliff Bay for late lunch 
and others continuing back to their mooring.  Not all were able to make the BBQ, but the 
crews of Wave Dancer, Sundance, Sound Venture and Isotope were determined and were 
joined by the Commodore, Hon Treasurer and family.  The crews of Shakura and Maid of 
Shannon joined later for a drink.  Although the wind was in the east, the beach was well 
sheltered and in the glorious setting sun it was a most perfect evening and a most enjoyable 
end to what had been not the most wonderful of seasons. 
 
 


